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Abstract
Simulations of the Fermilab Booster reveal a sub-

stantial electron-cloud buildup both inside the unshielded

combined-function magnets and the beam pipes joining the

magnets, when the second-emission yield (SEY) is larger

than ∼ 1.6. The implication of the electron-cloud effects

on space charge and collective instabilities of the beam is

discussed.

STABILITY CONTOURS

Following the analytic solution of Métral and Rug-

giero, [1] we computed the stability contour of the Fermi-

lab Booster beam near injection including space charge and

octupole tune spread. The dashed curve in Fig. 1 is the

stability contour in the complex coherent-tune-shift plane

having an octupole tune spread ±0.05 with space charge

turned off. The region under/above the contour implies sta-

bility/instability. As space charge is turned on, the stability

contour becomes the solid curve. The Booster has a cir-

cumference of 2πR=474.2 m, composing of 84 rf buckets.

The Booster bunch is of intensity Nb =6×1010 at 1.40 GeV

(near injection), betatron tunes νx,y =6.7/6.8, normalized

rms emittance 2.0 πmm-mr, and rms length σz = 0.70 m,

with maximum space charge tune shift Δν spch
max ∼ 0.60. In

the derivation, coasting beam is assumed, but the peak cur-

rent has been used. Now the stability region becomes much

wider as a result of the large space-charge tune spread. Un-

fortunately, this wide stable area has been shifted far far

away from center of the plot as a result of the large incoher-

ent tune shift. The inductive part of the vacuum chamber

impedance, which is usually small, must be extraordinary

large to be under the contour in order to stabilize the beam.

SPACE-CHARGE TUNE SHIFT

The code POSINST [2] is employed to study electron

cloud buildup near injection. The Booster is made up of

24 combined function F-magnets and 24 combined func-

tion D-magnets. In the simulations, the inside volume of

the F-magnet where the beam resides is represented by a

13.0′′×1.64′′ rectangular pipe with uniform magnetic field

0.084102 Tesla, while that of the D-magnet is represented
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Figure 1: Stability contour from octupole with (solid) and with-

out (dashes) space charge.

by a 12.0′′×2.25′′ rectangular pipe with 0.071480 Tesla.

According to the observed initial loss rate of ∼1.5% for the

first 500 turns, beam loss to the surrounding per beam par-

ticle per meter is 6.49×10−8, and each of these strayed par-

ticles is assumed to generate 100 electrons. They dominate

over the electrons generated by collision with ions at the

vacuum pressure of 1×10−7 Torr. Figure 2 shows the elec-

tron density around one transverse σx,y of the beam inside

the F- and D-magnets for various SEY’s. The bunch pat-

tern has been taken to be 81 bunches plus 3 empty buckets.

Thus the density dips in the plots correspond to the ends

of revolution turns. We see that saturation is reached in the

D-magnet when SEY≥1.5, while it requires a SEY≥1.9 to

have saturation in the F-magnet. This may be due to the fact

that the vertical gap of the D-magnet is much bigger and

can therefore trap more electrons. The same simulations

were performed for the 168 m of 2.25 ′′ and 28.8 m of 4.25′′

circular stainless steel pipes joining the magnets. The re-
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Figure 2: (Color) Electron cloud linear density inside an F-

magnet (top left), a D-magnet (top right), the 2.25′′ pipe in the

long straight sections (bottom left), and the 4.25′′ pipe in the short

straight sections (bottom right) for various values of SEY. The

beam’s average linear density is shown in dashes as a reference.
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Figure 3: (Color) Left: Electron density inside a D-magnet with

SEY=1.6 between rf buckets 200 and 210. Black, red, and green

curves show electron density averaged over 1 σx,y of the beam,

4 σx,y’s, and the whole cross section of the magnet. Right: Parti-

cle density and electron density averaged over n σx,y’s.

sults are shown in Fig. 2. Again the larger pipe appears to

have the ability to trap more electrons. In any case, how-

ever, electron cloud reaches saturation when SEY� 1.6.

It is unfortunate that we have no knowledge of the

SEY for magnet laminations. In below, we try to do the

investigation using SEY=1.6, implying that electron cloud

buildup will saturate in the round pipes and inside the D-

magnets, but not necessary in the F-magnets. We next look

into the electron density near the beam in Fig. 3. Since the

peak beam particle density is ρpk
b = 2.72×1014 m−3, the

electron density appears to be very much smaller. How-

ever, the particle density decreases very rapidly away from

the beam axis, but the electron density does not. For ex-

ample, the ratio of electron density to particle density aver-

aged over two σx,y’s is 0.187. The implication is that the

cancellation of space charge of the beam may be ∼18.7%,

which is rather appreciable. The inductive tune shift of the

beam particle in the electron cloud can also be estimated

by assuming a uniform electron density, giving

Δνcl =
πρerpR

2

γβ2νy
, (1)

where rp = 1.535×10−18 m is the classical proton radius,

and γ and β are relativistic factors. The beam particles re-

side mostly within two σx,y’s of the bi-Gaussian distribu-

tion. We therefore read off ρe =2.2×1013 m−3 from Fig. 3

as the electron density averaged over two σx,y’s. This gives

Δνcl =0.11, which is 18.0% of the maximum space-charge

tune shift Δνspch
max =0.60. The tune depression of an intense

Booster beam as well as the inductive part of the magnet

laminations and connecting beam pipe has been measured

and computed [4] and is found to be ∼ 0.04. Thus, in to-

tal, at most ∼25% of the space charge will be canceled by

electron cloud and inductive walls. As is shown in the sta-

bility contours of Fig. 1, there is still no possibility for the

beam’s impedance to be inside the stable region.

COLLECTIVE INSTABILITIES

The effects of the electron cloud can be modeled by

a short range wake. In Heifets derivation, this wake is [3]

W1(z) =
8Z0ρeωeR

(1 + p)λpk
b

Weff(z), (2)

where p = σy/σx is the aspect ratio of the particle beam

with peak linear density λpk
b = Nb/

√
2πσz , where σz is

the rms bunch length. The effective wake Weff(z) is de-

picted in Fig. 4 for various ratios of the rms spread of the

cloud Σx,y to that of the beam σx,y . The transverse im-

pedance, computed by performing a Fourier transform, is

depicted in Fig. 4, where an average electron density of

ρe = 1×1013 m−3 in the vicinity of the beam has been

assumed. Alongside, we have also plotted the transverse

impedance of the 48 laminated magnets. We see that the

impedance arising from the electron cloud is mostly dom-

inated by a resonance near the electron bounce frequency

ωe/2π and is much larger than that from the magnets be-

low ∼140 MHz. (The electron bounce frequency increases

during ramping as a result of bunch-length and beam-size

shrinkings, and so does the position of the resonance fre-

quency in the cloud impedance.) This is to be expected,

because a larger inductive impedance at low frequencies

needed to partially cancel more space charge of the beam

will unavoidably bring about large Re Z⊥
1 and thus severe

transverse head-tail instabilities and transverse microwave

instabilities to the Booster beam. Since these rather large

instabilities have not been observed, it is possible that the

SEY’s of the magnet laminations and the adjoining beam

pipes are much smaller, for example, �1.3, so that electron

cloud does not accumulate around the beam. For example,

the electron cloud effects will become minimal when the

cloud density is reduced to below 1×1012 m−3.
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Figure 4: (Color) Left: Effective wake derived from an electron

cloud around a round beam, where Σy and σy are the vertical

rms radii of the cloud and beam, respectively. Right: Real and

imaginary parts of the transverse impedances arising from elec-

tron cloud in the Booster near injection, resonating strongly near

the electron bounce angular frequency ωe with Σy/σy = 2. The

much smaller transverse impedance coming from the magnet lam-

inations is also shown for comparison.
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EFFECT OF BUNCHING

In the discussion of stability contour earlier a coast-

ing Booster beam has been assumed. The situation of a

bunched beam can be very different. This is because there

will be many more particles having smaller space-charge

tune shifts, for example those away from the longitudinal

center. Here we will study the simpler problem concerning

the distribution of space-charge tune shifts of the particles

inside a bunch, which can also shed some light on the shape

of the corresponding stability contour.

The distribution of space-charge tune shift in a coast-

ing beam with circular cross section and bi-Gaussian

distributed, f2D(Δνspch/Δνspch
max ), is depicted in dashes

in Fig. 5. It is skewed towards higher values, with

〈Δνspch〉/Δνspch
max = 0.6334. The distribution is essen-

tially zero when Δνspch/Δνspch
max < 0.15. This curve

closely resembles the stability contour in Fig. 1(a). In fact,

they should be closely related. For a bunch, however, the

space-charge tune shift distribution can be very different

because the particles near the two ends have rather small

space-charge tune shifts. The tune shift distribution for the

whole bunch can be readily derived to be [5]

F3D

(
Δνspch

Δνspch
max

)
=

∫ z

−z

f2D

(
Δνspch

Δνspch
max

λb(0)
λb(z′)

)
λb(0)dz′,

(3)
where λb(z) is the linear density and the limits of integra-

tion ±z are given by Δν spch λb(0)
λb(z) = 1. These 3D distri-

butions for some common linear distributions are depicted

in Fig. 5. They show that there are plenty of particles with

space-charge tune shift close to zero, especially when the

longitudinal linear density has longer tails. A longitudi-

nal Gaussian distribution may have been too ideal, but the

cosine-square distribution is rather realistic. We expect the

stability contour for a bunch behaves similarly. As a result,

beam stability can be attained provided that there is some
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Figure 5: (Color) Plots of distribution in space-charge tune shift

for a bi-Gaussian round bunch with longitudinal Gaussian, cosine

square, cosine, or parabolic distribution. The distribution of the

unbunched beam is also shown for comparison.

reasonable inductive impedance, some extra tune spread

from octupoles, and the |Re Z⊥
1 | is not too big, while elec-

tron cloud need not play an important role.

CONCLUSION

We studied the stability contour of the Booster beam

in the presence of space charge and octupoles, and found

that the electron cloud buildup with SEY=1.6 is hardly

enough to neutralize the space charge and stabilize the

beam. The electron cloud, on the other hand, will bring

about strong Re Z⊥
1 near the electron bounce frequency of

∼140 MHz at injection, leading to undesirable transverse

collective instabilities. Since these instabilities have not

been observed, either the electron cloud buildup is much

smaller due to a smaller SEY of the laminated magnets, or

the derived wake is incorrect or it behaves differently from

the usual wake of the vacuum chamber discontinuities.

We have also studied the space-charge tune shift dis-

tribution when the beam is bunched. Since there are many

more low space-charge tune shifted particles, the tune shift

distribution is now skewed back towards the zero tune shift

side. We believe the stability contour for a bunched beam

will behave in the same way; i.e., there will be ample sta-

ble region under the stability contour close to the origin

of the complex coherent-tune-shift space. As a result, a

small amount of inductive impedance together with some

octupole tune spread will be able to stabilize the Booster

beam, provided that |Re Z⊥
1 | is not too large. This paper

serves as an extract of the more detailed version of Ref. [5].
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